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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper,Rm×n stands for the set of allm × n real matrices. The symbolsM′, r(M) and
R(M) andN(M) stand for the transpose, the rank, the range (column space) and the null space of a
matrix M ∈ Rm×n, respectively. The Moore–Penrose inverse of M ∈ Rm×n, denoted by M+, is deﬁned
to be the unique solution G to the four matrix equations
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(i) MGM = M, (ii) GMG = G, (iii) (MG)′ = MG, (iv) (GM)′ = GM.
Further, let PM,EM and FM stand for the three orthogonal projectors PM = MM+,EM = Im −MM+ and
FM = In −M+M.
Consider a general linear model
y = X+ , E() = 0, Cov() = σ2, (1.1)
where X is an n × p known matrix of arbitrary rank, y is an n × 1 observable random vector,  is a
p × 1 vector of parameters to be estimated, σ2 is a positive unknown parameter,  is an n × n known
nonnegative definite matrix of arbitrary rank.
Because σ2 has no role in this paper we will put σ2 = 1. Model (1.1) is often written in the triplet
form
M = {y,X,}. (1.2)
A linear transformation of the general linear model in (1.2) is
Mt = {Ay,AX,AA′}, (1.3)
where A ∈ Rm×n is a given matrix of arbitrary rank. This transformation may happen in the investiga-
tion of linear models with grouped observations, aggregated data or missing data, subsample models,
natural restrictions to linear models, reduced models, etc. For instance,
(i) Let the transformation matrix in (1.2) be A = [In1 ,0] and A = [0, In2 ], respectively. Then (1.3)
reduces to the following two subsample models:
Ms1 = {y1,X(1),11} and Ms2 = {y2,X(2),22}, (1.4)
where y1 ∈ Rn1×1 and y2 ∈ Rn2×1 with y = [y′1, y′2]′,X(1) ∈ Rn1×p and X(2) ∈ Rn2×p with X =
[X′
(1)
,X′
(2)
]′, and 11 ∈ Rn1×n1 and 22 ∈ Rn2×n2 are the upper-left and lower-right corners of
the covariance matrix , respectively. Models with missing observations can also be written as
in (1.4).
(ii) If A = X′, thenMt becomes
{X′y,X′X,X′X}. (1.5)
(iii) If A = E, thenMt reduces to
{Ey,EX,0}, (1.6)
that is to say, the equation
Ey = EX (1.7)
holds with probability 1. Eq. (1.7) is called the implicit restriction to the parameter vector in
(1.1) in the literature.
(iv) If A = In − 1n11′, where 1′ = [1, . . . , 1], thenMt reduces to the following centralized model
Mc = {yc ,Xc,c}, (1.8)
where yc = y − 1n11′y,Xc = X − 1n11′X and c = (In − 1n11′)
(
In − 1n11′
)
.
(v) Partition X in (1.2) as X = X11 + X22, where X1 ∈ Rn×p1 and X2 ∈ Rn×p2 with p1 + p2 = p,
and let A = EX1 and A = EX2 , respectively. ThenMt becomes
Mr1 = {EX2y,EX2X11,EX2EX2 }, Mr2 = {EX1y,EX1X22,EX1EX1 }, (1.9)
respectively, which are called reduced versions of (1.2).
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A main concern on the transformed model in (1.3) is whether it preserves enough information
for estimating the unknown parameter vector in (1.2). Relations between estimations underM and
Mt have been investigated by some authors. For example, relations between the best linear unbiased
estimators (BLUEs) of the mean vector X inM andMt were studied by Baksalary and Kala [2],
Farebrother [9], Groß et al. [13], Lucke [14], and Zhang [32]; relations between ordinary least-squares
estimators of  and X inM andMt were considered by Stahlecker and Schmidt [23], and Groß
[11]; the two reduced models in (1.9) have been considered, for example, by Bhimasankaram and Ray
[5], Bhimasankaram and Sengupta [6], Groß and Puntanen [12], Nurhonen and Puntanen [16], and
Puntanen [17,18].
Let K ∈ Rq×p be a given matrix. Then the product K is a vector of parametric functions, or simply
said a parametric function. The parameter vector  and the mean vector X inM andMt are two
special cases of K. The vector K is said to be estimable underM orMt if there exist matrices
L1, L2 ∈ Rq×n such that E(L1y) = K and E(L2Ay) = K hold, respectively. It is well known that K is
estimable underM if and only if
R(K′) ⊆R(X′) (1.10)
and K is estimable underMt if and only if
R(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′]; (1.11)
see e.g., Alalouf and Styan [1], and Tian et al. [26]. It can be seen from (1.10) and (1.11) that if K is
estimable underMt , then K is estimable underM, too.
In order to study relations between estimations underM andMt in (1.2) and (1.3), we assume
that the modelM is consistent, that is,
y ∈R[X,] (1.12)
holds with probability 1. The consistency concept for a general linear model was introduced in Rao
[21,22], which is a basic assumption in the investigation of singular linear models. It is easy to conﬁrm
that ifM in (1.2) is consistent, then alsoMt in (1.3) is consistent.
For the linear modelM, the definitions of the OLSEs and the BLUEs of K are given below:
(i) The OLSE of the parameter vector  inM, denoted by OLSEM(), is deﬁned to be
ˆ = argmin

(y − X)′(y − X). (1.13)
The OLSE of K underM is deﬁned to be OLSEM(K) = KOLSEM().
(ii) Assume that K is estimable underM. Then the BLUE of K underM, denoted as BLUEM(K),
is deﬁned to be a linear estimatorGy so that E(Gy) = K and Cov(G1y) − Cov(Gy) is nonnegative
definite for any other unbiased estimator G1y of K.
We recall that (for given matrices A and B of conformable dimensions) the matrix equation AY = B
has a solution (for Y) if and only ifR(B) ⊆R(A), and in which case the general solution can bewritten
in the following parametric form:
Y = A+B + FAU, (1.14)
where the matrix U is arbitrary. Similarly, YA = B has a solution if and only ifR(B′) ⊆R(A′) and the
general solution is
Y = BA+ + UEA , (1.15)
where the matrix U is arbitrary.
We next recall the general expressions of the OLSEs and the BLUEs of K underM andMt in (1.2)
and (1.3). Suppose that K is estimable underM. Then the OLSE of the parameter vector  inM can
be written in the following parametric form:
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OLSEM() = X+y + FXv, (1.16)
where v ∈ Rp×1 is arbitrary. The OLSE of K underM can uniquely be written as
OLSEM(K) = KX+y (1.17)
with
E[OLSEM(K)] = K, Cov[OLSEM(K)] = KX+(KX+)′. (1.18)
The OLSE of AX underM can uniquely be written as
OLSEM(AX) = AXX+y (1.19)
with
E[OLSEM(AX)] = AX, Cov[OLSEM(K)] = AXX+(AXX+)′. (1.20)
Moreover, assume that K is estimable underMt . Then
OLSEMt () = (AX)+Ay + FAXv, OLSEMt (K) = K(AX)+Ay, (1.21)
where v ∈ Rp×1 is arbitrary, and
E[OLSEMt (K)] = K, Cov[OLSEMt (K)] = K(AX)+A[K(AX)+A]′. (1.22)
The OLSE of AX underMt can uniquely be written as
OLSEMt (AX) = AX(AX)+Ay (1.23)
with
E[OLSEMt (AX)] = AX, Cov[OLSEMt (AX)] = AX(AX)+A[AX(AX)+A]′. (1.24)
The results in the following lemma are well known, see, e.g., Drygas [7, p. 50] and Rao [22, p. 282].
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that K is estimable underM. Then the BLUE of K underM can be written as
BLUEM(K) = PK;X;y, (1.25)
where PK;X; is a solution (for G) of the matrix equation
G[X,EX] = [K,0]. (1.26)
This equation is always consistent, that is,R([K,0]′) ⊆R([X,EX]′). The general solution to (1.26) can be
written in the following parametric form:
PK;X; = [K,0][X,EX]+ + UE[X,EX ], (1.27)
where U ∈ Rq×n is arbitrary. Moreover,
(a) r[X,EX] = r[X,] andR[X,EX] =R[X,].
(b) The product PK;X; can uniquely be written as PK;X; = [K,0][X,EX]+.
(c) The covariance matrix of BLUEM(K) is
Cov[BLUEM(K)] = [K,0][X,EX]+([K,0][X,EX]+)′
with r(Cov[BLUEM(K)]) = r(K) + r() − r[X,].
(d) PK;X; is unique if and only if r[X,] = n.
(e) BLUEM(K) is unique with probability 1 ifM is consistent.
(f) The BLUE of AX underM can be written as
BLUEM(AX) = PAX;X;y, (1.28)
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where
PAX;X; = [AX,0][X,EX]+ + UE[X,EX ],
and U ∈ Rm×n is arbitrary.
The BLUE of K underMt is given below.
Lemma 1.2. Assume that K is estimable underMt , i.e.,R(K′) ⊆R(X′A′). Then the BLUE of K under
Mt can be expressed as
BLUEMt (K) = PK;AX;AA′Ay, (1.29)
where
PK;AX;AA′ = [K,0][AX,AA′EAX]+ + U0E[AX,AA′EAX ], (1.30)
and U0 ∈ Rk×q is arbitrary. In this case,
Cov[BLUEMt (K)] = PK;AX;AA′AA′P′K;AX;AA′ . (1.31)
The BLUE of AX underMt can be expressed as
BLUEMt (AX) = PAX;AA′Ay, (1.32)
where
PAX;AA′ = [AX,0][AX,AA′EAX]+ + U0E[AX,AA′EAX ],
and U0 ∈ Rm×m is arbitrary. In this case,
Cov[BLUEMt (AX)] = PAX;AA′AA′P′AX;AA′ .
Our main focus in this paper is to consider relations between estimators of estimable parametric
functionsKunder themodelsMandMt , and inparticular, togivenecessaryandsufﬁcient conditions
for the four OLSEs and BLUEs of K underM andMt to be equal.
In order to simplify variousmatrix expressions involving generalized inverses of matrices, we need
a variety of rank formulas, which are due to Masarglia and Styan [15].
Lemma 1.3. Let A ∈ Rm×n,B ∈ Rm×kC ∈ Rq×n and D ∈ Rq×k. Then,
(a) r[A,B] = r(A) + r(EAB) = r(B) + r(EBA).
(b) r
[
A
C
]
= r(A) + r(CFA) = r(C) + r(AFC).
(c) r
[
A B
C 0
]
= r(B) + r(C) + r(EBAFC).
(d) r
[
A B
C D
]
= r(A) + r
[
0 EAB
CFA D− CA+B
]
.
(e) r
[
A B
C D
]
= r(A) + r(D− CA+B) ifR(B) ⊆R(A) andR(C′) ⊆R(A′).
In particular,
(f) r[A,B] = r(A) ⇔ EAB = 0 ⇔R(B) ⊆R(A) ⇔N(A′) ⊆N(B′).
(g) r
[
A
C
]
= r(A) ⇔ CFA = 0 ⇔R(C′) ⊆R(A′) ⇔N(A) ⊆N(C).
(h) r
[
A B
C D
]
= r(A) if and only ifR(B) ⊆R(A),R(C′) ⊆R(A′) and CA+B = D.
Lemma 1.4. Let A ∈ Rm×n be given. Then the general nonnegative definite solution of the linear matrix
equation AZ = 0 can be written as Z = FAVV′FA , where V ∈ Rn×n is arbitrary.
The veriﬁcation of Lemma 1.4 is straightforward. This result can be used to characterize structure
of the covariance matrices satisfying a linear matrix equation.
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A simple and powerful method for investigating relations between twomatrices of the same size is
to consider the rankof thedifferenceof the twomatrices. Recall thatA = 0 if andonly if r(A) = 0, so that
twomatricesA andB of the same size are equal if and only if r(A − B) = 0. If some formulas for the rank
ofA − B arederived, they canbeused to characterize relationsbetween the twomatrices. This algebraic
method, called the matrix rank method, is available for studying various matrix expressions involving
generalized inverses ofmatrices and arbitrarymatrices. In statistics, this algebraicmethod can be used
to characterize estimability, testability, unbiasedness, as well as equalities, additive decompositions,
block decompositions, unrelatedness, orthogonality of estimations, etc. In Puntanen et al. [19], Qian
andTian [20], Tian [24,25], Tian andTakane [29,30], Tian andStyan [27,28], andTianandWiens [31], the
matrix rank method is used to characterize a variety of equalities for various estimators underM. In
this paper, we also use thismethod to characterize equivalences of OLSEs and BLUEs underM andMt .
2. Relations between estimators of parametric functions
In order to characterize equalities for linear estimators under a consistent linear model from sta-
tistical point of view, we use the following well-known definition on the equality for two estimators.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Assume the modelM in (1.2) is consistent. Then two linear estimators L1y and L2y
underM are said to be equal with probability 1 if and only if (L1 − L2)[X,] = 0.
Deﬁnition 2.2.
(1) The linear estimatorAy is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient forK underM in (1.2) if there exists amatrix
G such that OLSEM(K) = GAy.
(2) The linear estimatorAy is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient forKunderM in (1.2) if there exists amatrix
G such that BLUEM(K) = GAy.
The notion of linear sufﬁciency was introduced by Baksalary and Kala [2,3] and Drygas [8], and it is
concerned with preserving information in the modelMt in (1.3) needed for estimation in the model
M in (1.2).
In this section, we study the following four equalities of the OLSEs and the BLUEs of K underM
andMt:
(i) OLSEM(K) = GAy for some G,
(ii) BLUEM(K) = GAy for some G,
(iii) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K),
(iv) BLUEM(K) = BLUEMt (K).
Moreover, we present some consequences of the four equalities for K = X and K = AX.
It can be seen from the expressions of the OLSEs and the BLUEs that to characterize equalities
for OLSEs and BLUEs is to characterize matrix equalities involving generalized inverses and arbitrary
matrices. By making use of the rank formulas in Section 1, we are able to derive a variety of necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for the two equalities of the OLSEs and the BLUEs of parametric functions
underM andMt in (1.2) and (1.3) to hold.
Theorem 2.3. Let K ∈ Rq×p, and let OLSEM(K) be as given in (1.17). Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a matrix G ∈ Rq×m such that OLSEM(K) = GAy holds with probability 1, that is,
Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for K underM.
(ii) R[(KX+[X,])′] ⊆R[(A[X,])′].
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(iii) R([K,0,0]′) ⊆R
([
X′X X′X X′
0 AX A
]′)
.
(iv)N
[
X′X X′X X′
0 AX A
]
⊆N[K,0,0].
In this case, the general expression of GA can be expressed as
GA = KX+[X,][AX,A]+A + U(A − [AX,A][AX,A]+A), (2.1)
where U ∈ Rq×m is arbitrary.
(b) Under the condition r[X,] = n, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a matrix G ∈ Rq×m such that OLSEM(K) = GAy holds with probability 1.
(ii) R
[
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
X′X 0
X A′
]
.
In this case, the expression of GA is GA = KX+.
Proof. It can be seen from Definition 2.1 that OLSEM(K) = GAy with probability 1 if and only if
KX+[X,] = GA[X,].
From (1.15), the equation is solvable for G if and only if
r
[
A[X,]
KX+[X,]
]
= r[AX,A]. (2.2)
It can be derived from Lemma 1.3(e) that
r
[
A[X,]
KX+[X,]
]
= r
([
0
K
]
(X′X)+X′[X,] +
[[AX,A]
0
])
= r
⎡⎣X′X X′X X′0 AX A
K 0 0
⎤⎦− r(X).
Substituting this equality into (2.2) leads to
r
⎡⎣X′X X′X X′0 AX A
K 0 0
⎤⎦ = r[AX,A] + r(X),
which is equivalent to (c) and (d) by Lemma 1.3(f). Eq. (2.1) follows from (1.15). Result (b) follows from
(a). 
Corollary 2.4. Let K ∈ Rq×p, and let OLSEM(K) be as given in (1.17). Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) R([X′X,X′]′) ⊆R([AX,A]′).
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′].
(ii) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for AX underM.
(iii) r
[
X′X X′
AX A
]
+ r(AX) = r[AX,A] + r(X).
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(c) Under the condition r[X,] = n, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) R(X) ⊆R(A′).
(d) Under the condition r[X,] = n, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′].
(ii) Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for AX underM.
(iii) r[X,A′] + r(AX) = r(A) + r(X).
Proof. It is obvious thatR(K′) ⊆R(X′) if and only if K = LX for some matrix L. Hence for any Kwith
R(K′) ⊆R(X′), there exists a G such that OLSEM(K) = GAXy holds if and only if
OLSEM(X) = G1AXy
holds for some G1. Replacing Kwith X in Theorem 2.3 yields the results in (a). Replacing Kwith AX in
Theorem 2.3 yields the results in (b). The results in (c) and (d) follow from (a) and (b). 
Groß [11] showed that Ay is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X inM if and only if
R(X′) =R(X′A′) and R(AX) ∩R(AEX) = {0}.
It is easy to show by Lemma 1.3 that they are equivalent to (iii) in Corollary 2.4(a). Another equivalent
statement for the obtainability of OLSEM(X) as a linear transformation of Aywas also given in Groß
(1996).
Theorem 2.5. Assume K is estimable underMt , and let BLUEM(K) be as given in (1.25). Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a matrix G such that BLUEM(K) = GAy holds with probability 1, that is, Ay is linearly
BLUE-sufﬁcient for K underM.
(b) R
[
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
(AX)′
(AEX)
′
]
.
(c) R
[
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
(AX)′ 0
(A)′ X
]
.
(d)N[AX,AEX] ⊆N[K,0].
In this case, the general expression of GA can be expressed as
GA = [K,0][AX,AEX]+A + U(A − P[AX,A]A), (2.3)
where the matrix U is arbitrary.
Proof. It can be seen from (1.26) that BLUEM(K) = GAy if and only if
GA[X,EX] = [K,0]. (2.4)
From (1.15), the equation is solvable for G if and only if (b) holds, or equivalently,
r
[ [K,0]
[AX,AEX]
]
= r[AX,AEX]. (2.5)
It can be derived from Lemma 1.3(b) that
r
[ [K,0]
[AX,AEX]
]
= r
⎡⎣AX AK 0
0 X′
⎤⎦− r(X), r[AX,AEX] = r [AX A0 X′
]
− r(X),
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so that (2.5) is equivalent to
r
⎡⎣AX AK 0
0 X′
⎤⎦ = r [AX A
0 X′
]
= r[AX,A] + r(X). (2.6)
Hence (b) and (c) are equivalent. The equivalence of (b) and (d) follows from Lemma 1.3(f). Solving the
equation in (2.4) gives
G = [K,0][AX,AEX]+ + U(Im − P[AX,A]).
Thus (2.3) follows. 
The equivalence of Theorem 2.5(a) and (d) was shown by Baksalary and Kala [3, Theorem 1]. It was
also shown by Baksalary and Kala [3] that Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for K underM if and only if
R[X(X′T−X)−K′] ⊆R(TA′), that is,
r[X(X′T−X)−K,TA′] = r(TA′),
where T = + XX′.
Corollary 2.6. LetM andMt be as given in (1.2) and (1.4). Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) r[X,A′] = r[AX,AA′], i.e.,R
[
X′A′
AA′
]
=R
[
X′
A
]
.
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′].
(ii) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for AX inM.
(iii) r[X,A′] + r(AX) = r[AX,AA′] + r(X).
(c) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) R(X) ⊆R(A′).
(d) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′].
(ii) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for AX underM.
(iii) r[X,A′] + r(AX) = r(A) + r(X).
Proof. Replacing K with X in (2.6) gives rise to r[X,A′] = r[AX,A], which is also equivalent to
r[X,A′] = r[AX,AA′] in view of the non-negativeness of, establishing (a). Replacing Kwith AX in
(2.6) gives rise to the rank equality in (b). The results in (c) and (d) follow from (a) and (b). 
Baksalary and Kala [2] showed that the linear estimator Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X inM
if and only if any of the following equivalent statements holds:
(a) R(X) ⊆R(TA′),
(b)N(A) ∩R[X,] ⊆R(EX),
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(c) r[X,A′] = r(TA′),
(d) R(X′A′) =R(X′) andR(AX) ∩R(AEX) = {0},
where T = + XX′. It is easy to verify that they are equivalent to r[X,A′] = r[AX,AA′] by Lemma
1.3.
Theorem 2.7. Assume K and X are estimable underMt , and let OLSEM(K) and OLSEMt (K) be as
given in (1.17) and (1.21). Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1.
(ii) KX+ = K(AX)+A.
(iii) R
[
K′
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
X′X 0
0 −X′A′AX
X A′AX
]
.
(b) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1.
(ii) R
[
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
X′X 0
X A′AX
]
.
(c) If the covariance matrix inM is unknown, then the general expression of the nonnegative definite
matrix  satisfying (ii) in (a) can be written as  = FZVV′FZ , where Z = KX+ − K(AX)+A and V is
arbitrary.
(d) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1 for any K withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) OLSEM(X) = OLSEMt (X) holds with probability 1.
(iii) R([XX′,X′]′) =R([XA′AX,X′A′A]′).
(e) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1 for any K withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) OLSEM(X) = OLSEMt (X) holds with probability 1.
(iii) R(X) =R(A′AX).
(f) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1 for any K withR(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′].
(ii) OLSEM(AX) = OLSEMt (AX) holds with probability 1.
(iii) R
[
X′
X′A′A
]
⊆R
[
X′X
X′A′AX
]
.
(g) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1 for any K withR(K′) ⊆R[(AX)′].
(ii) OLSEM(AX) = OLSEMt (AX) holds with probability 1.
(iii) R(A′AX) ⊆R(X).
Proof. Since both OLSEM(K) and OLSEMt (K) in (1.17) and (1.21) are unbiased for K, it can be
seen from Definition 2.1 that OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) with probability 1 if and only if KX+ =
K(AX)+A, as required for (ii) in (a). Applying Lemma 1.3(e) and simplifying by elementary block
matrix operations (EBMOs) gives
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r[KX+− K(AX)+A] = r[K(X′X)+X′− K(X′A′AX)+X′A′A]
= r
(
[K,K]
[
X′X 0
0 −X′A′AX
]+ [
X′
X′A′A
])
= r
⎡⎣X′X 0 X′0 −X′A′AX X′A′A
K K 0
⎤⎦− r(X) − r(AX)
= r
⎡⎣X′X 0 X′0 −X′A′AX X′A′A
K K 0
⎤⎦
− r
[
X′X 0 X′
0 −X′A′AX X′A′A
]
.
Hence (ii) in (a) holds if and only if
r
⎡⎣X′X 0 X′0 −X′A′AX X′A′A
K K 0
⎤⎦ = r [X′X 0 X′
0 −X′A′AX X′A′A
]
, (2.7)
which is equivalent to (iii) in (a) by Lemma 1.3(f). If  is positive definite, then (2.7) reduces to
r
⎡⎣X′X X′0 X′A′A
K 0
⎤⎦ = r [X′X X′
0 X′A′A
]
,
which is equivalent to (ii) in (b) by Lemma 1.3(f). Solving the equation in (ii) of (a) for by Lemma 1.4
gives (c). Results (d), (e), (f) and (g) follow from (a) and (b). 
A necessary and sufﬁcient condition for OLSEM(X) = OLSEMt (X) to holdwas given by Groß [11].
Theorem 2.8. Assume K and X are estimable underMt , and let BLUEM(K) and BLUEMt (K) be as
given in (1.25) and (1.29). Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) BLUEM(K) = BLUEMt (K) holds with probability 1.
(ii) Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for K underM.
(iii) R
[
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
(AX)′ 0
(A)′ X
]
.
(b) (Baksalary and Kala [2]) BLUEM(X) = BLUEMt (X) holds with probability 1 if and only if Ay is
linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(c) BLUEM(AX) = BLUEMt (AX) holds with probability 1 if and only if Ay is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient
for AX underM.
Proof. Note that both BLUEM(K) and BLUEMt (K) in (1.25) and (1.29) are unbiased for K. Hence
it follows from Definition 2.1 that BLUEM(K) = BLUEMt (K) holds with probability 1 if and only if
PK;X; = PK,AX,AA′A. Applying Lemma 1.3(e) and simplifying by EBMOs gives
r(PK;X;− PK,AX,AA′A)
= r([K,0][X,EX]+− [K,0][AX,AA′EAX]+A)
= r
(
[[K,0], [K,0]]
[[X,EX] 0
0 −[AX,AA′EAX]
]+ [ 
A
])
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= r
⎡⎣[X,EX] 0 0 −[AX,AA′EAX] A
[K,0] [K,0] 0
⎤⎦− [X,EX] − r[AXAA′EAX]
= r
⎡⎣ X EX 0 0 −AX −AEX −AX −AA′EAX 0
K 0 K 0 0
⎤⎦− r[X,] − r[AX,A]
= r
⎡⎣X 0 0 0 0 AEX AX AA′EAX 0
0 0 K 0 0
⎤⎦− r[X,EX] − r[AX,A]
= r
⎡⎢⎢⎣
A AX AA′
X′ 0 0
0 0 (AX)′
0 K 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦− r(X) − r(AX) − r[AX,A]
= r
⎡⎢⎢⎣
A AX 0
X′ 0 0
0 0 (AX)′
0 K 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦− r(X) − r(AX) − r[AX,A]
= r
⎡⎣A AXX′ 0
0 K
⎤⎦− r(X) − r[AX,A].
Hence PK;X; = PK,AX,AA′A if and only if (2.6) holds. Thus (i), (ii) and (iii) in (a) are equivalent.
Results (b) and (c) follow from (a). 
Someother equivalent statements for BLUEM(AX) = BLUEMt (AX) to holdwith probability 1was
given by Zhang (2007, Theorem 3.2).
Applications of the previous theorems and corollaries to themodels in (1.4), (1.6) and (1.9) are given
in the following section.
3. Some applications
3.1. Equalities of estimators under the two subsample models
Let K1 ∈ Rk1×p and K2 ∈ Rk2×p be given, and denote K = [K′1,K′2]′. Also assume that the two linear
transformations K1 and K2 are estimable under the two subsample models in (1.4), respectively,
i.e.,
R(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)) and R(K′2) ⊆R(X′(2)).
ThenK is estimable under the full model inM too. In such cases, the OLSEs and the BLUEs ofK,K1
and K2 underM and (1.4) are given below:
Lemma 3.1. Assume the two linear transformations K1 and K2 are estimable under the two subsample
models in (1.4), respectively,
(a) The OLSEs of K1 and K2 underM can be expressed as
OLSEM(K1) = K1X+y, OLSEM(K2) = K2X+y. (3.1)
(b) The OLSEs of K1 and K2 underMs1 andMs2 in (1.4) can be expressed as
OLSEMs1 (K1) = K1X+(1)y1, OLSEMs2 (K2) = K2X+(2)y2. (3.2)
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(c) The BLUEs of K1 and K2 underM can be expressed as
BLUEM(K1) = PK1;X;y, BLUEM(K2) = PK2;X;y, (3.3)
where
PKi;X; = [Ki,0][X,EX]+ + UiE[X,EX ], i = 1, 2,
and U1 ∈ Rk1×n and U2 ∈ Rk2×n are arbitrary.
(d) The BLUEs of K1 and K2 under (1.4) can be expressed as
BLUEMs1 (K1) = PK1;X(1);11y1, BLUEMs2 (K2) = PK2;X(2);22y2, (3.4)
where
PK1;X(1);11 = [K1,0][X(1),11EX(1) ]+ + U1E[X(1) ,11EX(1) ],
PK2;X(2);22 = [K2,0][X(2),22EX(2) ]+ + U2E[X(2) ,22EX(2) ],
and U1 ∈ Rk1×n1 and U2 ∈ Rk2×n2 are arbitrary.
Theorem 3.2. LetMs1 andMs2 be as given in (1.4), and denote 1 = [11,12] and 2 = [21,22].
Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for K underM for any K withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) R([X′
(2)
X(2),X
′
(2)
2]′) ⊆R([X(1),1]′).
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for K1 underM for any K1 withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
(ii) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X(1) inM.
(iii) r
[
X(1) 1
X′
(2)
X(2) X
′
(2)
2
]
= r[X(1),1] + r(X) − r(X(1)).
(c) Under the condition r[X,] = n, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) X(2) = 0.
(d) Under the condition r[X,] = n, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K1 underM withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
(ii) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X(1) inM.
(iii) R(X′
(1)
) ∩R(X′
(2)
) = {0}.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 2.4 by setting A = [In1 ,0],K = X and K = X(1), respectively. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let OLSEM(K1), OLSEM(K2), OLSEMs1 (K1) and OLSEMs2 (K2) be as given in (1.17),
(3.1) and (3.2), and denote 1 = [11,12] and 2 = [21,22]. Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K1) = OLSEMs1 (K1) holds with probability 1 for any K1 withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
(ii) OLSEM(X(1)) = OLSEMs1 (X(1)) holds with probability 1.
(iii) OLSEM(K2) = OLSEMs2 (K2) holds with probability 1 for any K2 withR(K′2) ⊆R(X′(2)).
(iv) OLSEM(X(2)) = OLSEMs2 (X(2)) holds with probability 1.
(v) R
[
X′
(1)
1
X′
(2)
2
]
⊆R
[
X′
(1)
X(1)
X′
(2)
X(2)
]
.
(b) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(X(1)) = OLSEMs1 (X(1)) holds with probability 1.
(ii) OLSEM(X(2)) = OLSEMs2 (X(2)) holds with probability 1.
(iii) R(X′
(1)
) ∩R(X′
(2)
) = {0}.
Proof. It isobvious thatR(K′
1
) ⊆R(X′
(1)
) if andonly ifK1 = L1X(1) for somematrixL1.HenceOLSEM(K1) =
OLSEMs1 (K1) holds with probability 1 for any K1 withR(K
′
1
) ⊆R(X′
(1)
) if and only if
L1OLSEM(X(1)) = L1OLSEMs1 (X(1))
holds with probability 1 for any L1, that is, OLSEM(X(1)) = OLSEMs1 (X(1)) holds with probability 1,
establishing the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in (a). The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) in (a) can be shown
similarly. Let K1 = X(1) and A = [In1 ,0]. Then it is easy to verify by EBMOs that the left-hand side of
the rank equality in (2.5) reduces to
r
⎡⎣X′X 0 X′0 −X′
(1)
X(1) X
′
(1)
1
X(1) X(1) 0
⎤⎦ = r
⎡⎢⎣X
′
(1)
X(1) + X′(2)X(2) 0 X′(1)1 + X′(2)2
X′
(1)
X(1) 0 X
′
(1)
1
0 X(1) 0
⎤⎥⎦
= r
[
X′
(2)
X(2) X
′
(2)
2
X′
(1)
X(1) X
′
(1)
1
]
+ r(X(1)).
Similarly,
r
⎡⎣X′X 0 X′0 −X′
(2)
X(2) X
′
(2)
2
X(2) X(2) 0
⎤⎦ = r [X′(2)X(2) X′(2)2
X′
(1)
X(1) X
′
(1)
1
]
+ r(X(2)).
Hence the equivalence of (ii), (iv) and (v) in (a) follows from the rank equality in Theorem 2.7(a). Result
(b) follows from (a). 
Theorem 3.4. LetMs1 andMs2 be as given in (1.4), and denote 1 = [11,12] and 2 = [21,22].
Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) y1 is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) R([X(2),21]′) ⊆R([X(1),11]′).
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for any K1 underM withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
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(ii) y1 is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X(1) inM.
(iii) r[X,′1] + r(X(1)) = r[X(1),11] + r(X).
(c) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K underM withR(K′) ⊆R(X′).
(ii) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X inM.
(iii) R(X) ⊆R(′1).
(iv) X(2) = 21−111 X(1).
(d) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for any K1 underM withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
(ii) y1 is linearly OLSE-sufﬁcient for X(1) inM.
(iii) r(X(2) −21−111 X(1)) + r(X(1)) = r(X).
Theorem 3.5. Let BLUEM1 (K1), BLUEM2 (K2), BLUEMs1 (K1) and BLUEMs2 (K2) be as given in (1.25)
and (3.3), denote 1 = [11,12] and 2 = [21,22]. Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) BLUEM(K1) = BLUEMs1 (K1) holds with probability 1 for any K1 withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
(ii) BLUEM(X(1)) = BLUEMs1 (X(1)) holds with probability 1.
(iii) r[X,′1] + r(X(1)) = r[X(1),1] + r(X).
(iv) y1 is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X(1) inM.
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) BLUEM(K2) = BLUEMs2 (K2) holds with probability 1 for any K2 withR(K′2) ⊆R(X′(2)).
(ii) BLUEM(X(2)) = BLUEMs2 (X(2)) holds with probability 1.
(iii) r[X,′2] + r(X(2)) = r[X(2),2] + r(X).
(iv) y2 is linearly BLUE-sufﬁcient for X(2) inM.
(c) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) BLUEM(K1) = BLUEMs1 (K1) holds with probability 1 for any K1 withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
(ii) BLUEM(X(1)) = BLUEMs1 (X(1)) holds with probability 1.
(iii) r(X) = r(X(2) −21−111 X(1)) + r(X1).
(d) Under the condition that  is positive definite, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) BLUEM(K2) = BLUEMs2 (K2) holds with probability 1 for any K2 withR(K′2) ⊆R(X′(2)).
(ii) BLUEM(X(2)) = BLUEMs2 (X(2)) holds with probability 1.
(iii) r(X) = r(X(1) −12−122 X(2)) + r(X2).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.8. 
Corollary 3.6. Let BLUEM(K1), BLUEM(K2), BLUEMs1 (K1) and BLUEMs2 (K2) be as given in (1.25)
and (3.3), and assume r() = n and 12 = 0. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) BLUEM(K1) = BLUEMs1 (K1) holds with probability 1 for any K1 withR(K′1) ⊆R(X′(1)).
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(b) BLUEM(K2) = BLUEMs2 (K2) holds with probability 1 for any K2 withR(K′2) ⊆R(X′(2)).
(c) BLUEM(X(1)) = BLUEMs1 (X(1)) holds with probability 1.
(d) BLUEM(X(2)) = BLUEMs2 (X(2)) holds with probability 1.
(e) R(X′
(1)
) ∩R(X′
(2)
) = {0}.
3.2. Equalities of estimators under the implicit restriction
Assume that the parametric functions K are estimable under the implicit restriction equation in
(1.7), i.e., R(K′) ⊆R(X′E), or equivalently, R([K,0]′) ⊆R([X,]′) holds. In this case, the OLSE and
the BLUE of K under (1.6) can uniquely be written as
OLSEMt (K) = BLUEMt (K) = K(EX)+Ey. (3.5)
Theorem 3.7. Assume K is estimable underMt in (1.6), and let OLSEM(K) and OLSEMt (K) be as
given in (1.17) and (3.5). Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) OLSEM(K) = OLSEMt (K) holds with probability 1.
(ii) r
[
X′X X′
K 0
]
= r(X), i.e.,R
[
K′
0
]
⊆R
[
X′X
X
]
.
(b) OLSEM(X) = OLSEMt (X) holds with probability 1 if and only if X = 0.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 3.8. Let OLSEM(X) be as given in (1.17). Then OLSEM(X) satisﬁes (1.7) with probability 1 if
and only if PXP = PPX .
Proof. Substituting (1.17) into (1.7) gives Ey = EPXy. The equality holds with probability 1 if and
only if (E − EPX)[X,] = 0. Simplifying this equality leads to PPXP = PPX , which is obviously
equivalent to PXP = PPX . 
3.3. Equalities of estimators under reduced models
Lemma 3.9. Let K1 ∈ Rk1×p1 and K2 ∈ Rk2×p2 . Then,
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The parametric functions K11 and K22 are estimable under the two reduced models in (1.9),
respectively, i.e.,R(K′
1
) ⊆R(X′
1
EX2 ) andR(K
′
2
) ⊆R(X′
2
EX1 ) hold, respectively.
(ii) Both K11 and K22 are estimable under the full model M, i.e., R([K1,0]′) ⊆R(X′) and
R([0,K2]′) ⊆R(X′) hold, respectively.
(b) X11 and X22 are estimable under the two reduced models in (1.9) respectively if and only if
R(X1) ∩R(X2) = {0}.
Lemma 3.9was shown by Bhimasankaram and Sengupta [6, Theorem6.1], see also Groß and Punta-
nen [12, Lemma 1].
Applying (1.17), (1.21), (1.25) and (1.29) to a pair of estimable K11 and K22 under (1.9) gives the
following results:
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Theorem 3.10. Let K1 ∈ Rk1×p2 and K2 ∈ Rk2×p2 , and denote K̂1 = [K1,0] and K̂2 = [0,K2]. Also assume
K11 and K22 are estimable under (1.9) respectively. Then,
(a) The OLSEs of K11 and K22 underM can uniquely be written as
OLSEM(K11) = K̂1X+y, OLSEM(K22) = K̂2X+y. (3.6)
(b) The BLUEs of K11 and K22 underM can be written as
BLUEM(K11) = PK̂1;X;y, BLUEM(K22) = PK̂2;X;y, (3.7)
where
PK̂1;X; = [K̂1,0][X,EX]+ + UE[X,EX ],
PK̂2;X; = [K̂2,0][X,EX]+ + UE[X,EX ],
and U1 ∈ Rk1×n and U2 ∈ Rk2×n are arbitrary.
(c) The OLSEs of K11 and K22 under (1.9) can uniquely be written as
OLSEMr1 (K11) = K1(EX2X1)+y, OLSEMr2 (K22) = K2(EX1X2)+y. (3.8)
(d) The BLUEs of K11 and K22 under (1.9) can be expressed as
BLUEMr1 (K11) = PK1;(EX2X1);(EX2EX2 )EX2y, (3.9)
BLUEMr2 (K22) = PK2;(EX1X2);(EX1EX1 )EX1y, (3.10)
where
PK1;(EX2X1);(EX2EX2 ) = [K1,0][EX2X1,EX2EX2EEX2X1 ]
+ + U1E[EX2X1,EEX2X1 ],
PK2;(EX1X2);(EX1EX1 ) = [K2,0][EX1X2,EX1EX1EEX1X2 ]
+ + U2E[EX1X2,EEX1X2 ],
and U1 ∈ Rk1×n and U2 ∈ Rk2×n are arbitrary.
Theorem 3.11. Let K1 ∈ Rk1×p1 and K2 ∈ Rk2×p2 , and assume both K11 and K22 are estimable un-
der (1.9) respectively. Also let OLSEM(Kii) and OLSEMri (Kii) be as given in (3.6) and (3.8), i = 1, 2.
Then,
(a) OLSEM(Kii) = OLSEMri (Kii) holds with probability 1, i = 1, 2.
(b) Under the condition k1 = k2, OLSEM(K11 + K22) = OLSEMr1 (K11) + OLSEMr2 (K22) holds
with probability 1.
(c) In particular,
OLSEM(EX2X11) = OLSEMr1 (EX2X11),
OLSEM(EX1X22) = OLSEMr2 (EX1X22)
hold with probability 1.
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(d) If both X11 and X22 are estimable under (1.9), then
OLSEM(Xii) = OLSEMri (Xii), i = 1, 2,
OLSEM(X11 + X22) = OLSEMr1 (X11) + OLSEMr2 (X22)
hold with probability 1.
Proof. We only show OLSEM(K22) = OLSEMr2 (K22) holds with probability 1 in (a). It is easy to
verify that
[−X′2(X+1 )′, Ip2 ]X′X = [0,X′2EX1X2] and [−X′2(X+1 )′, Ip2 ]X′ = X′2EX1. (3.11)
Note that K22 = [0,K2]. Substituting K = [0,K2] into the left-hand side of the rank equality in The-
orem 2.7(c) and simplifying by (3.11) and EBMOs gives
r
⎡⎢⎢⎣
X′X 0 X′
0 −X′
2
EX1X2
X′
2
EX1[0,K2] K2 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ = r
⎡⎣ X′X 0 X′[0,X′
2
EX1X2] −X′2EX1X2 X′2EX1[0,0] K2 0
⎤⎦
= r
⎡⎣ X′X 0 X′0 −X′
2
EX1X2 0[0,0] K2 0
⎤⎦
= r(X) + r(EX1X2).
This equality implies that K2 satisﬁes the rank equality in Theorem 2.7(c). Thus the conclusions of the
theorem follow. 
A remarkable fact about the equalities and the decomposition of the OLSEs in Theorem 3.11 is that
the covariance matrix  does not occur in the statements.
Applying Theorem 2.8 to (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10) gives the following result. Its proof is omitted.
Theorem 3.12. Let K1 ∈ Rk1×p1 and K2 ∈ Rk2×p2 , and assume both K11 and K22 are estimable under
(1.9) respectively. Also let BLUEM(Kii) and BLUEMri (Kii) be as given in (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10). Then,
(a) BLUEM(Kii) = BLUEMri (Kii) holds with probability 1, i = 1, 2.
(b) Under the condition k1 = k2,
BLUEM(K11 + K22) = BLUEMr1 (K11) + BLUEMr2 (K22)
holds with probability 1.
(c) In particular,
BLUEM(EX2X11) = BLUEMr1 (EX2X11),
BLUEM(EX1X22) = BLUEMr2 (EX1X22)
hold with probability 1.
(d) If both X11 and X22 are estimable under (1.9), then
BLUEM(Xii) = BLUEMri (Xii), i = 1, 2,
BLUEM(X11 + X22) = BLUEMr1 (X11) + BLUEMr2 (X22)
hold with probability 1.
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Theorem 3.12 was shown by Bhimasankaram and Sengupta [6, Theorem 6.1], see also Groß and
Puntanen [12], andZhang et al. [33]. Theorems3.11 and3.12 show that any estimable partial parametric
functions underM can be calculated through the corresponding correctly reduced models. These
results can be seen as some generalizations of a well-known Frisch–Waugh Theorem by Frisch and
Waugh [10].
It is reasonable to see that the results in Theorems 3.11 and 3.12 can be extended to generalmultiple
partitioned models and its correctly reduced models.
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown some results on relations amongOLSEs and BLUEs under a general lin-
earmodel and its transformedmodel, and have given their applications to some speciﬁed transformed
models. The results obtained demonstrate valuable algebraic and statistic properties of OLSEs and
BLUEs under different situations. In addition to thework in the previous sections, amore general topic
is to consider relations between estimations under the general linear model in (1.2) and its incorrectly
speciﬁed model
M0 = {y,X00, σ200}.
Some earlier work can be found in Baksalary and Mathew [4].
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